
Family Homework 

Inspirational People 

Every school holiday, families across the Stepney Partnership enjoy   

participating in ‘Family Homework’.  

Families can learn together and have fun!  

This holiday’s homework invites you to learn all about              

 Inspirational People! When you come back to school, you can share 

your  learning with your teacher and your class.      



 

Motivational Quotes 

Inspirational people often give ‘quotes’ to help 

motivate people. Find a quote that you find 

inspiring from someone who has made a difference 

and turn it into a poster.  

Biographies  

Research different influential people and write a biography about them. 

Recipe Books 

Jamie Oliver has run many campaigns to 

make school dinners healthier for children. 

Can you cook some healthy lunches and 

create a recipe book of your meals? 

The Lionesses!  

In 2022,  the England women’s football team were 

crowned the champions of 

Europe.   

• Can you design them a 

new football kit? 

• A new match ball? 

• Design and make a new 

trophy?  

• Create a new exercise 

routine?  

The Wright Brothers 

The Wright brothers designed, built and flew the first 

powered aeroplane. Can you build a model of their 

plane? 

Newspaper Article 

 

Write a newspaper article about 

an inspirational event. Here are 

some examples: 

• Amelia Earhart ‘s flight 

across the Atlantic 

• Neil Armstrong walking on 

the moon 

• Alan Turing breaking the 

Enigma code  

• Suffragettes’ fight for votes 

for women 

Blue Plaques  

Lots of influential people have lived in Tower 

Hamlets. They have a blue plaque on the 

buildings they lived or worked in.  

 

Can you research 

some influential 

people from our 

local area and create 

a blue plaque for 

them? 



 

 

Journeys 

Many inspirational people travel across the world in search of their dream. Can you research some of 

their journeys and draw their routes on a map? 

• Marco Polo 

• Robert Scott 

• James Cook 

• Sir Walter Raleigh 

• Vasco De Gama 

There are many more! Can you research other explorers?  

Scientific discoveries  

Galileo Galilei was a Scientist who 

first used a telescope to map the 

night sky.  He also invented the 

thermometer! 

 

Can you make your own telescope?   

Can you research some of the different 

stars and constellations?   

Can you make your own thermometer? 

Reading—’Little People, Big Dreams’ 

Visit the Ideas Store and look at the Little People, Big 

Dream books to find out more about inspirational 

people. 

Artists 

Create some artwork in the style of an 

inspirational artist. You could look at: 

• Frieda Kahlo 

• Leonardo Di Vinci 

• Many, many more! 

 

Bake off! 

In 2015, Nadiya Hussain 

won  

‘The Great British Bake 

Off!’  

Hold a Bake Off 

competition with your 

family. 

Who can bake the best 

cake? 

Don’t forget to take photos! 

Be an architect! 

Zaha Hadid designed the Aquatics Centre at the 

Olympic Park and Sir Christopher Wren designed St 

Paul’s Cathedral.  

Can you design and build a model of a building?  

Nurses 

Mary Seacole and Florence Nightingale ensured 

that wounded soldiers received good care.  

Can you research what is required in a First 

Aid Kit and put one 

together for your family to 

have at home?  



Name:                                              Class: 

The ‘Family Homework Challenge’ should be completed by  

Friday 24th February 

Bring your work to school to share with us what you have done!  
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